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DTU Research Analytics Platform – Collaboration module
Agenda
1. Introduction
2. Demonstration of the collaboration module
3. Demonstration of the collaboration report (eight sections)

1. Introduction

The DTU Research Analytics Platform (http://rap.adm.dtu.dk/) presents data and calculations from
Web of Science and InCites in a fast and simple way, adapted to DTU needs and preferences. It is
updated monthly – and, hopefully, easy to use. ‐ DTU RAP is open to everyone with a campus login.

We employ two data processing pipelines, one for each of the external databases. General software
framework and ontology comes from the VIVO project (Cornell, U Florida, Duke, Stanford etc.). We
have contributed open source code to handle the WoS/InCites data and produce the analytical
reports. Data‐wise, we continuously map the many variants of DTU department names (>2500) to 30
current names (including Administration and Unknown). Development is part of the OPERA project,
initially funded by DEFF now by the ministry ‐ see also http://rap.adm.dtu.dk/vivo/aboutProject
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2. Demonstration of the collaboration module

The final product of the Collaboration module is a detailed analytical report of the collaboration
between DTU and a chosen partner organization – to view online and exploit the many hyperlinks
going deep into certain aspects – or to download as an offline spreadsheet, which may be shared
with those that cannot login due to data license conditions.
There are four ways to find and select a partner organization – and this exploration may provide
useful insights by itself:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Exploring at a world map – zoom and click
By list of countries – browse or search
By list of organizations – browse or search
By list of subjects – browse or search

Moreover, you may explore this for the entire DTU university or for a specific DTU department.
Let’s look at the world map:
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Note that by default we’re looking at the entire university and the latest 5‐6 years.
We can zoom in on – for example – Europe, and see that we have 2203 co‐publications with
Germany during the set timespan.
When we change the timespan to 2007‐2019, the map is updated and now we see 3846 co‐
publications with Germany.
When we change the scope to Centre for Oil and Gas, the map is once again updated.
Similarly when we change the scope to DTU Aqua.
You could continue by clicking on a country dot, see the list of partners of that country, and select
one of them for the full collaboration report.
Instead, let’s take a look at the list of subjects – during the last 5‐6 years

If we look at “Energy & Fuels”. We see the partner organizations and the number of co‐publications
– from here we may request a full collaboration report for each one of them.
Instead, if we go back to the list of subjects, we may change the scope to DTU Aqua – and the list is
updated to reflect the collaboration subjects of a single department:
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Let’s take a look at the list of partner organizations:

A very long list! ‐ Currently 3717 partners listed for the last 5‐6 years.
Like with the other lists, we may filter (or search) the list to focus on a single or just a few
organizations. If we type “tech”, we shorten the list to collaboration partners with “tech” in their
name:
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We may also search for “KAIST”
 reduce the list to a single line
 and then request the full collaboration report for KAIST
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3. Demonstration of the collaboration report (eight sections)
0. Header and table of contents

The header displays the timespan of the report.
If you prefer another timespan – longer or shorter – simply use the drop downs, and a revised report
is generated.
Often you will set a timespan matching a pre‐cached report – and experience immediate response in
spite of the high number of calculations needed.
In other cases you’ll have to wait half a minute or so – for the server to prepare the report.
From the table of contents, you may jump directly to a particular section of interest – for example
section 6, if you’re interested in the breakdown by department.
Let’s take a look at the sections of the report, one by one:
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1. Collaboration overview
Quick overview of the collaboration:
 How many co‐publications year‐by‐year
 How many subject categories (out of 250 in total)?
 What are the most popular subject categories?

Let’s reset the timespan to the full period 2007‐2019 – and see how the overview changes:
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Has the strategic partnership affected the collaboration output?
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2. Compare key output and impact indicators
Compare DTU and the chosen partner in the chosen timespan:
 How many publications and citations?
 How are they doing wrt. citation impact – simple and normalized?
 How are they doing wrt. excellence – proportion of publications in top 10% and top 1%
most cited?
 How much are they collaborating – internationally and with industry?

3. Compare annual publication and co‐publication output
Year by year:
 How many publications from the two universities and how many co‐publications?
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4. Compare partner’s top subjects with DTU and co‐publications
Top subjects of the partner, of DTU and of the resulting co‐publications:
 Sort by partner to see the partner’s top 20 subjects.
 And how they rank on the DTU side?
 Are we collaborating in the partner’s top 20 subjects, or outside?
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5. Compare top collaboration subjects with partner and DTU subjects
Looking at the top 20 subjects of the co‐publications:
 How do they match the top 20 of the partner?
 How do they match the top 20 of DTU?
 You may follow links to review the co‐publications of each subject category
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6. Collaboration by DTU department
Listing all the DTU departments involved in the collaboration:
 How many co‐publications for each department?
 Expand to see the departments involved on the partner side.
 Follow link to see a list of a particular department’s co‐publications:
o Title of publications, involved researchers on DTU side as well as partner side.
o Link to all details about a single publication and its citations.
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7. Collaboration by DTU researcher (top 20)
Listing the 20 most active DTU researchers in this collaboration in this timespan:
 How many co‐publications for each researcher?
 Expand to see the researchers involved on the partner side.
 Follow link to all the co‐publications of a particular researcher.
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8. Collaboration by funder (top 20)
Listing the 20 most used funders in this collaboration in this timespan. NB:
 Not all publications provide funding details.
 Funder names are not (yet) normalized, but Clarivate is working to achieve this soon.

Download Excel
In the upper right corner of the collaboration report it is possible to click “Download Excel” to
download the collaboration report for further analysis, formatting, print, etc.
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